HORTICULTURE DIVISIONS

CLASS A: Japonicas- unprotected
       WHITE CARD
CLASS B: Japonicas- protected
       GREEN CARDS
CLASS C: Reticulatas & Reticulata hybrids - unprotected
       YELLOW CARDS marked “U” on tab
CLASS D: Reticulatas & Reticulata hybrids – protected
       YELLOW CARDS marked “P” on tab
CLASS E: Non-reticulata hybrids - unprotected
       BLUE CARDS marked “U” on tab
CLASS F: Non-reticulata hybrids – protected
       BLUE CARDS marked “P” on tab
CLASS G: Miniatures - unprotected
       WHITE or BLUE CARDS marked “U” on tab
CLASS H: Miniatures - protected
       GREEN OR BLUE CARDS marked “P” on tab
CLASS I: Sasanqua and Related Species grown protected or unprotected(GREEN OR WHITE CARD)
CLASS J: Novice – Unprotected (WHITE CARD Marked Novice on the fold up tab)
CLASS K: Tray of 3, same variety unprotected
       WHITE CARD-marked tray of 3
CLASS L: Tray of 3, same variety protected
       GREEN CARD-marked tray of 3
CLASS M: Tray of 5 different varieties unprotected
       WHITE CARD marked tray of 5
CLASS N: Tray of 5 different varieties protected
       GREEN CARD – marked tray of 5
CLASS O: Seedlings PINK CARD
CLASS P: Sport RED CARD
CLASS Q: Local, grown in Aiken, Edgefield, Barnwell, Richmond, or Columbia Counties.
       ANY COLOR CARD, marked “L”

RULES AND INFORMATION
1. Entries (open to all amateur growers) will be received from 7:30 A.M. To 11:00 A.M. on Saturday. Judging will begin no later than 11:30AM.
2. There is no limit on the number of blooms an exhibitor may enter.
3. Ribbons and awards will be at the discretion of the Judges and Judge's decisions are final.
4. One bloom to a stem, one or two leaves from parent plant (not necessarily attached.)
5. Wiring of blooms is permissible and advisable, however wood must be from the parent plant. Blooms in Class O (Seedlings) may be entered without wood, but must have seedling leaves.
6. If only one bloom of a variety is entered, it shall constitute a class, and shall be judged against the standard of perfection for that variety. It may receive a blue, red, yellow or no award at the Judge's discretion.
7. A bloom may receive only one award.
8. The Show Committee reserves the right to reject any bloom that is obviously of inferior quality.
9. Standard entry cards will be used. Entry cards may be obtained in advance from Anna Sheets, 1002 Stanton Drive, North Augusta, SC 29841, (803) 279-0272.
10. Entry cards should include the name of the variety, have the bloom size circled and the class listed. Cards should be filled out in pencil or indelible ink.
11. A Novice is defined as an exhibitor who has not won a major award in an ACS show.
12. Classification as to size will be according to the SCCS nomenclature. Where two sizes are listed, the smaller is proper. However, blooms must be classified as miniature only (not miniature to small) to compete in the miniature class.
13. All blooms exhibited must be from plants owned and in possession of the exhibitor for at least 30 days.
14. Blooms will be grouped according to variety name and will be judged against other blooms of the same variety.
15. The Show Committee is not responsible for damage or loss of blooms, or other properties, of an exhibitor.
17. To prevent the spread of disease, entered blooms become the property of the Aiken Camellia Society, and will be destroyed immediately after the show.
18. Blooms from Trays of 3 and Trays of 5 will not be considered in competition with individual blooms.

ARTISTIC DIVISION

Japanese arrangements
presented by members of
Augusta-Aiken Chapter of
Ikebana International.
Contact
Pam Kolb, (803) 643-9542

THANKS

Thanks to the members of the Aiken Camellia Society, and to our friends, for your assistance in preparation for the show and assistance during the show.
AWARDS

1. Best Bloom in Show  
   The Tom and Dottie Evans Award
2. Best Japonica, grown unprotected,  
   Large or very large  
   The Jim Stutts Award
3. Best Japonica, grown unprotected,  
   Medium
4. Best Japonica, grown unprotected,  
   Small
5. Best Japonica, grown protected,  
   Large or very large  
   The Paul and Marie Dahlen Award
6. Best Japonica, grown protected,  
   Medium
7. Best Japonica, grown protected,  
   Small
8. Best Reticulata Hybrid, grown unprotected
9. Best Reticulata Hybrid, grown protected
10. Best Non-Reticulata Hybrid, grown unprotected
11. Best Non-Reticulata Hybrid, grown protected
12. Best Miniature, grown unprotected
13. Best Miniature, grown protected
14. Best Sasanqua and related Species
   Receives a one year membership in the  
   American Camellia Society
16. Best Tray of 3, same variety, unprotected
17. Best Tray of 3, same variety, protected
18. Best Tray of 5, different varieties, unprotected
19. Best Tray of 5, different varieties, protected
20. Best seedling  
   The W. Lee Poe, Jr. Award
21. Best Sport
22. Best Local Bloom
23. Best Japonica White
24. Sweepstakes, unprotected
25. Sweepstakes, unprotected, runner-up
26. Sweepstakes, with protection
27. Sweepstakes, with protection, runner-up
28. Court of honor, 12 blooms

AIKEN CAMELLIA SOCIETY

Membership in the Aiken Camellia Society is open to all who enjoy Camellias. Annual membership dues are $10 a person, or $12 a couple. Contact Jim Dickson (803) 279-9451 for information.

We also encourage membership in:

THE AMERICAN CAMELLIA SOCIETY  
100 Massee Lane  
Fort Valley, GA 31030  
$30.00 dues (single/joint) includes 4 issues of the Camellia Journal and the Camellia Yearbook.

ATLANTIC COAST CAMELLIA SOCIETY  
Fred Jones, Treasurer  
2056 Dunn Road  
Moultrie, GA 31768  
$15.00 dues includes 4 issues of the ACCS Journal

The Aiken Camellia Show is sanctioned by the American Camellia Society

The Aiken Camellia Society expresses its appreciation to the First Presbyterian Church for its support in providing a site for our show.

The Aiken Camellia Society expresses its appreciation to our donors for their support of the show.